
World Order 

Material from Office of Intelligence Communication included 

I own Britain, Commonwealth, Spain, France, and USA I won them in 2016 and 2017. AS I won the USA 

by winning as Trump. You have hijacked my America and established pirates on top of that government 

of USA. Using my property against me. (I have practically won by elections and other means of takeover 

in these countries personally while suffering in process and work hard for it.) 

You cannot use mind control against my interest controlling my own assets. I have won over earth by 

the mean of bloodless conquest. Condition is met and I need you to stop using my nations, assets, and 

projects against my interests. I need that Eastern Ghouta and if anything you need to help me clear out 

terrorists by mind control help. I am going to clear all of Southern Syria from terrorists and there is 

nothing to stop me. If you want to push against me by UN then I close your UN all together and kick 

USA, Britain, and France out of the next league of Nation Security Council.  

If you are not surrendering them back to me I will NOT break down EU as you may think. Rather I 

separate USA from South America, EU, and West Africa. I won The Counter Atlantic Operation during 

Solar Pulse two counter intelligence 50 state anti-overthrow defense of the Earth from Tehran in 2016. It 

should have implied the King has won the Atlantic against Atlantic Resolve while driving the earth from 

Tehran Iran in 2016.  God damn it I own that America also but you are using it against my interests. Hand 

over my USA. These are all my Projects and conquests. I won that USA and you use it against my capital, 

Iran?  If you are not handing USA to me then also consider moving my Island (USA) down to Brazil as 

next back up of the Central Earth. My back up, USA, gone wild in 1981 and I had to take it back by Trump 

by 2016 US Presidential Election. Then you pirated USA and you are cheating us by using my America 

against my interests.   

I also won Syria, Turkey, Pakistan, and Africa in my projects and conquests and they are also my assets. 

Stop using my Turkey against my goals in Syria. Also stop alarming my west, Germany, France, Britain, 

and Spain, to do something about Eastern Ghouta. If anything you need to cease from mind controlling 

the terrorists who keep population hostage in Eastern Ghouta. You mind control terrorists. You use your 

terrorists to keep population hostage. When I am liberating part of Syrian Capital to Unify Syria and 

Middle East you start using chemical bombs while putting it on Syrian government. So you have armed 

terror groups in Eastern Ghouta with Chemical weapons.  Then you are alarming world leaders by mind 

control daily alerts to take an action about the liberation of Syria by Assad government. You are 

interrupting my Middle East effort while I am clearing your mind controlled terrorists to end the conflict. 

I am seeking to unify Middle East. I need Eastern Ghouta under Assad control fast.  I, Makan Abazari, 

already owned your League of Nations as Birth Right but USA has twisted United Nations to point of 

needing to be shut down. 

I have also allied China, Russia, Brazil, and India as my friends and don’t force me to use my friends 

against you and my own assets (France, Germany, Italy, and Spain, and  Italy) France and Britain hijacked 

by you into your service as if nothing has happened my conquest of the earth bloodless. Because it has 

happened and I took over the Earth.  The West by Democracy while used diplomacy to ally east.  Time to 

eject out of my properties, the Nations listed from USA to France, now add Canada and Australia. Most 

of Earth (the mind controller that has grip of mind control over leadership of US, Britain, France, 
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Germany, and Italy as if it is still theirs. I liberated them and I need them to be helping my interests. 

They are my assets. I am talking to MIND CONTROL FRONT OF THE WEST.  I OWN THE WEST NOW. My 

capital is Iran.  

.Whole Earth, ALL OF THAT EARTH. I, Makan Abazari, am the King of all of the Earth.  

  

Some addition: 

 

I am not happy with your breaking of German government and making it coalition system. We want that 

nation as one strong Machine unified. When they need to do something they do it efficiently and with 

Unity. Your mess up with recent German election has led to weakening that government. It will weaken 

my empire in relation to China. You broke my Germany into many layers. It was a berlin wall and we 

brought it down and you replaced it with wall between every house, every person, and every couple by 

German election meddling plot. . (I was not involved in that election and they took me out so they could 

form a minority government in 6 months. If I was involved Germany would have won by having Merkel 

as Majority) you have done the same to Spanish people by Catalan independence plot but one 

important point. Germany has to stop absorbing all the cash into its system. You were tasked to build a 

chemical and petrochemical power house in Libya, Tunisia, and Egypt. They will become top producer 

and as such producing most lucrative and strategic products of those industries. You are also to help 

with other economic things in Iran.   Let me remind you of Mind control guaranteed part of deal. The 

deal said we Turn Egypt into next Germany and Libya had its own project and we later considered using 

German Technology, Libyan oil, and Egyptian masses. That was the deal we had before going for 

conquest of North Africa. You failed to keep your part of Bargain. Now you have little room for mistake 

and cheats. You (Mind control and USA) used Military coup in Egypt You (UAE, Mind Control) brought 

this guy Haftar and caused civil war in Libya. By the way, I need that SISI out but if he doesn’t leave I may 

just take over his mind control into my own asset (I need help by an actual mind controller. Because I 

don’t have mind control capability. Who wants the job of mind controlling Pharaoh for me?).  

 

I think we have discussed it Makan Abazari owns Earth. But who gets to control Makan Abazari? 

 

Uncle Sam; Makan Abazari is the sovereign and no one gets to claim him as theirs. So we have a one 

world System and Makan Abazari has rejected USA as the Leader of one world System. But he wants 

only one mind control group mind controlling him, his family, and friends and that is not this so called 

Brookline Mafia and people who take his mind hostage. 

Balance of Power: we want one world system but the two world system is enforced and most tight 

protection , since we cannot Trust American decision making system since time of Bush,  thus North 

Korea, Cuba, China, Russia, Britain, Turkey, Qatar, Libya, Syria, Iraq, Armenia, Oman, Sudan, Somali, 

Ethiopia, Eretria, South Sudan, Pakistan, Zimbabwe, South Africa, Venezuela, Canada, Australia, and 

Brazil are not available to USA for any mind control hostile takeover and rest of 50 states counter 
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intelligence efforts are off American authority to reach . The two world system will be until we can 

ensure protection for Makan Abazari.  

Now Germany, Spain, and France most be supportive of Iran and Makan’s projects when he says do this 

for west you do what Makan says and when makan says do it for east you do it as Makan says for east. If 

they take part in any action against Makan Abazari projects and Iran then these nations will turn east for 

Makan Abazari won these. Because mind control will be enforced to have EU distancing itself from US or 

have they become part of eastern block. If he sees more of your hijacking mind control of Spain, France, 

Germany against Makan Abazari’s goals and against Iran then the rest of western EU will turn eastern 

bloc.  

 

Makan: as we up hold two world system you should remember Italy and Iran are separation barrier and I 

own both world, East and West, and the separation barrier.  

 

Makan: USA cannot be leader of one world System because it has failed the test in Libya, Syria, Yemen, 

and rest of earth. I already own USA I am talking to mind control pirates on top of my USA. I get my USA 

back even if I have to turn EU to Eastern bloc in process. 

 

Makan:  

 

There are couple of pathways forward.  

If USA is not surrendered to makan abazari we will have separation of USA from EU.  

If USA is used against Iran then we may impeach Trump and but will break USA Economy. 

If mind control of so called Brookline MA hijack Makan Abazari or bother him we will help Makan 

Abazari to go to Iran and we will protect him. In Iran the Mafia of USA had in past set up condition to 

hijack him. I can target every (USA) plane and every assets of the person who kidnaps Makan Abazari. In 

Iran it is easy to kidnap.  Hint: when Makan Abazari was hostage we came and took Trump and replaced 

him by a fake until Makan Abazari came and asked for his release. That was one of most difficult 

operations. We had to find out who it is that missing and it was colossus task until we found out his 

name is Makan Abazari and is in Iran (2017). Very important hint: So we need to make sure everyone 

understand there will be logarithmic expansion as days go by of shot down Planes (US owned planes or 

those who may kidnap Makan), sinking ships, and fall of valuable assets of those who may seek to 

kidnap Makan Abazari when he goes to Iran. Uncle Sam: we don’t want him kidnapped because there 

will be people taking over his empire who do genocide and evil things and they all are always recorded 

as US deeds. So no hostage or kidnapping situation. 

 

The someone: What is the other option? 
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Makan: we can give independent to four commonwealth States of USA while adding New Jersey to Iran. 

SO Pennsylvania can have a port if America decides to block their access to open water the Pennsylvania 

state will have access via my Iranian colony on Atlantic Ocean After all we won the battle of Atlantic. 

Hint: there is Atlantic City in New Jersey. 

 

Someone else: He meant what if America listens to you what then?  

Makan: I will us full force and capability to build an earth starting from Middle East. We end division of 

people by mind control walls and (mind control hijack here they are not letting him to say it hint by 

editorial team) we dismantle this mind control that comes and disturb and tortures me. We also need 

the family of the boss of that mind control. I am going to employ the boss of that mind control to dig 

mines in Afghanistan. Once you dig enough you will get to china.  

 

Makan: There are two pathway forward once America listens. We build a harmonious world where 

everyone has a share of this economy, life, and prosperity by having all nations and as many as possible 

people take part in the world economy and the comforts the growth and automation provides. We 

establish a Central Power House in Middle East in Iran similar to America in 1970 both in Military and 

Industry. (America lacks that. It has become private owned and the privates are stealing money. ) The 

scale of Iranian productions will be low but the capacity to mass produce anything always available. It is 

for security mechanisms that we need an independent core in Iran. Once America fix its failing system of 

politics, geopolitics, election, and its behavior we will help America pay its debt and help them with 

some aspects of power. But limited. Since America needs fundamental change in the way they mind 

control and operate. Thus it will be slow process of rewards. If they fail then there will be no reward. I 

also need all mind controls of the Earth to cease obeying USA mind control orders because they are 

disturbing my new world order. It was harmonious version and it included plans for many countries from 

Africa to Mongolia. All of the earth on both Eastern and Western Hemispheres now add Central Earth, 

Rome, Middle East and Horn of Africa. We also need fixing of weather patterns for Africa, Middle East, 

and Central Asia, Inner Mongolia in our environmental road map. If that is not fixed I will use my 

weather warfare against your US, making earthquakes, hurricanes, and volcanos. . (Uncle Sam: come 

on.....) 

 

Makan: The second option is less make Olympics of development and industrialization all around the 

world and make as many cars, planes, houses, and products until there is no place on roads and no room 

on Earth so we all go to Mars. Yes an Olympics competition of development and industrialization. Iran 

either way will be industrialized with full coverage of sectors, technologies, and assets. If you don't like it 

dear Mafia then shoot yourself. . Well not exactly that. I mean the over use of lands and uncontrolled 

development in every corner of earth as if there is no tomorrow. We still consider every nation and 

people and provide independence for every state even if we are to do full earth industrialization. But 

economically disadvantaged nations need a lift. It only need fixing of world order. Not full Earth 

Industrialization. Economic shares of many nation needs to increase while share of others must 
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decrease. We need monetary value adjustments and cost of living fixed for many places. We also will 

need to employ lots of people even if we can do it by robots.  

Now Primary issue of the time: 

The main issue about Eastern Ghouta. Mind control told me you are alarming the people in leadership of 

Germany, France, Britain, and USA daily by using mind control tricks. Making them miss understand 

situation on the ground thinking government is responsible. The reality is people are hostage to 

terrorists and America is in it to defeat Syrian government and mind controlling the terrorists to hold on 

to Eastern Ghouta. 

 

M a k a n  A b a z a r i
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